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● “. Statement by Mr. James P. Grant

Executive Director of the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF)

at the Opening of the 1990 session of the UNICEFExecutive Board

I ioin our Chairman

NewYork - 16 April 1990

in extendine ereetinzs and-.
members of the Executive Board and observers, the

a wa’rm welcome to the
representatives of the

National Committees for ONICEF and non-governmental organizations (NGOS), and
other friends and colleague.

I also wish to express particularly warm regards for our Chairman, who has
taken the tradition of visiting the field to a new level. In her capacity as
Chairman of the Progremme Committee in 1988 she attended Cocoyoc I - the first
regional meeting’of health experts and policy makers to help prepare health
goals and strategies for children for the 1990s. Last year, as Chairman of
the Executive Board, she followed through with participation in Cocoyoc II.
She also met with the First Ladies of Central America as their guest of honour

● in September. Mrs. Dieguez has visited Bangladesh, Egypt and Mozambique to
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see first hand UNICEF field prograrrunesand to help our advocacy for children
at the highest, levels of government. In Spain she met with the National
Committee for UNICEF and senior government officials. And finally, last
m&th, she led the UNICEF Board delegation to the historic and successful
first meeting with UNESCO of the Joint Committee on Education in Paris. We
thank her for the interest she has shown in this wide range of UNICEF
activities, and also, I must add, for her successful chairmanship of the
Special Session of the ‘ixecutiveBoard in December on the World Summit.

Nadsme Chairman, it is good to be back again, in regular session, with
UNICEF’s Sxecutive Board. It is like a gathering of the cIans - the coming
together of so many widespread branches of a family: government officials -
leaders for whom their responsibility to UNICEF is not just another chore, but
a commitment, National Connnitteemembers, representatives of NGOa which have
stuck with us in so many efforts, and of course, UNICEF staff from around the
world. Our common tie in this gathering is children..children from
throughout tbe worId. All of us in this room have our own special roles to
play in the common effort of helping to care for a vaat family of children.
And while we go about our tasks in the different corners of the earth, often
far from one another, it is this Board which has set tbe course that we of the
secretariat are on, and it is now time once again to assess the progress of

“e
our common efforts on behalf of the children of the world. As I look out
among this assemblage, with so many delegates and participants who have made
landmark contributions in one effort after another for children, I must say
that I am impressed more by our capacity than by the formidable tasks at hand.

Our Chairman, in her opening statement, eloquently highlighted the changes
that are transforming the global scene, and noted that it is perhaps only
twice or thrice in a century that the possibility of fundamental and essential
improvement in our global situation lies close at hand...that now is such a
time..and that we must play our full part in the seizing of this opportunity.

When we met a year ago in regular session, I said that UNICEF’s most
urgent challenge as we enter the 1990s is to find ways to firmly secure the
position of children at the center of concern, not only of parents an<,
families, but of communities and nations. IIistoryhas demonstrated that,
until that position is secured, children will all too often be the last to
benefit from progress and the first to suffer from economic, political or
social deterioration.

We had many hopes when we met a year ago...some said dreama...that seemed
at the time to be set at the outer limits of the possible..dreams for more
firmly “anchoring children at the center of concern. We had great hopes, for
example, for the World Conference on Education for All..for the adoption by
tbe General Assembly of the Convention on the Rights of the Child..for the
success of the Bellagio IV meeting, to fuel a last thrust toward achievement

●
of universal child immunization (UCI) by December L990. We had .dreams that
the goals and strategies for children, which were being so carefully refined
by experts and policy-makers in the various fields, would galvanize serious
commitment for a whole new level OF effectiveness in responding to the needs
of children during this last decade of the century, when so much more is
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possible than has been in the past. And we had dreams for agreement on a
major meeting of world leaders to cause a quantum leap in political
commitment, at the highest levels, to the issues of children - dreams for a
World Summit for Children.

Convention on the Riqhts of the Child

The adoption of the Convention on the Rights of the Child by the General
Assembly on the 10th anniversary of the International year of the Child and On
the symbolic date of 20 November - the 30th anniversary of the Declaration of
the Rights of the Child - was a landmark attained precisely on schedule, a
schedule deemed unattainable by conventional wisdom just five years ago. It
was the culmination of a decade of hard work by people at all levels, in
governments, among National Committees for UNICEF, public interest grOups,
NGOS, many volunteer groups committed to children, and many bodies of the
United Nations. This Executive Board passed resolutions in 1986, 1987 and
1989 instructing UNICEF’s secretariat to work with others toward that
landmark, and we did. When the Convention was opened for signature on 26
Janusry, it waa signed by a recnrd number of 61 countries.

Nsdame Chairms.n,you have just referred to progress toward ratification.
It is.clear that much must be done urgently if, as you have so eloquently
suggested, 20 countries are to have ‘ratifiedthe’new charter in time for it to
come into force before the World Sununitfor Children in September. I know “we
can all count on each other - the Members of the Executive Board within their
governments, and the secretariat in its role of advocacy - to do all in our
power to see that the Convention is ratified in timely fashion. It is worth
noting that these acts, in themselves, will help to create a change for the
children of the world - they are the steps to a new legal status. But our
fondest hope is that they signal the coming of an even more profound change -
the emergence of a new ethic of responsibility with which societies will X
toward children’, by preparing for full implementation of the principles
codified in this new “Magna Carta” for children, including their rights to
primary health care and to a primary education. I .,

Basic Education for All

Nadame Chairman, our great hopes for the World Conference on Education for
All, held in Jomtien, Thailand, in Msrch, were that it would give the impetus
to global collaboration in the field of education that the Conference at Alma
Ata in 1978 gave in the health field. Despite the short lead time for the
Conference (less than half that for Alma Ata), which contributed so much tO
the earlier widespread apprehensions as to its prospects, 1,425 participants
fmm 156 countries, 140 NGOa and the 22 sponsoring agencies and institutions

e

met at Jomtien, which, coincidentally, in Thai ❑eans “supreme light”. I would
say that we are now well on the way toward an outcome analagous to the success
of Alma Ata. Board Members have before them a report of the Conference in
document (E/ICEF/1990/L.14).
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Especially significant at Jomtien was the strong and widespread commitment
to universal primary education (UPE) by the year 2000 - to achieving a minimum
level of learning for the great majority of children in literacy, numeracy and
basic life skills - with the clear understanding that levels of achievement,
rather than enrollment figures, must be used as assessment criteria.

We often hear that there is no development without education, or that
education is the great common denominator among efforts to enhance the human
dimensions of development. I am convinced that defining a clear top priority

a do-able, cutting edge goal such as the achievement of universal primary
education - is a major requirement for achieving broader acceleration along
the whole front of basic education. The broader challenge must include
expansion of early child development activities, adult literacy erogra~es,
and wider use of media as a third channel of useful learning - but the cutting
edge is vital. A major challenge to the success of the UPE effort will be
developing measurement mechanisms to determine if achievement targets set at
national level are being reached by individual and by the country as a whole.

I will not list here the full set of contributions that have come from
Jomtien, but I will name from tbe top of that

~: ‘- ;o:;%~t f~c~d~ngt~; ‘isParity

-- a new legitimacy for mobilizing all
media to traditional relizious

list:

in education and a heightened

channels of communication - from
communication networks – in

coordination with defined education goals. This has come to be
referred to as the “third channel” of education, as distinct frOm
formsl and non–formal education; and

-- the clear realization that education for all could never be achieved
by simply doing more of the same. Innovative means of accelerating
people’s educational achievement must be designed and implemented.

For an indication of progress on follow-up to Jomtien, I particularly draw
the attention of Board Members to the report of the first meeting of th6”
UNESCO-UWICEF Joint Committee on Education (E/ICEF/1990/l.11), which was held
less than a month ago in Paris, and to the note by the Executive Director on
that meeting (E/ICEF/1990/L.12).

Madame Chairperson, the new level of global commitment to basic education
for all which has come from this watershed meeting is vividly reflected in
greatly increased allocations proposed for education in the coming years and a
new partnership by the four principal sponsors: the OWDP, UNESCO, UNICEF and
the World Bank.

●
One of the most important of proposals before this Board, ..whicbBoard

Members wiIl find documented in the medium term plan (E/ICEF/1990/3 paragraph
201), calls for an increase in the percentage of UWICEF’S prograrmnefunding .
for basic education from the 7 per cent in 1989 to 15 per cent by 1993, with a
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projetted increase to 25 per cent by 2000. This could be achieved by keeping
actual health expenditures broadly constant in real terms while the overall
budget increases, so that the 40 per cent currently allocated to health would

‘1 consume 25 per cent by the end of the decade, during a period in which, for
example, immunization expenses should level off as maternal and child health
care infrestructures become more self-sustaining, and ~iversal immunization
Of children can he maintained, rather than achieved against dramatically lower
coverage levels.

It is important to emphasize that investment in basic education,
particularly for girls and women, is, in fact, investment in health and
nutrition. Much of the great progress in health and nutrition during the
1990s will come through education, which empowers parents and children with
knowledge, as we are beginning to see with the Facts for Life initiative.
Basic education is also the key, for example, to a meaningful long-term impact
on people’s responsiveness to environmental concerns and actions for family
size. The paper before this Board OriSafe Motherhood (E/ICEF/1990/L.13) gives
particular attention to the links with birth spacing, and we will address this
❑ore fully in the Programme Committee.

o Universa[ child immunization

Madame Chairman, a ‘major shift in circumstances is occurring for the
children of the world as a result of another initiative in which this Board
has played a major role, and for which its continuing active support ia still
required. 1990 is, of course, the Year of Universal Child Immunization (UCI),
and I am happy to report that, according to the latest WSO statistics, the
immunization coverage at the end of 1989 reached 71 per cent globally, and
that the gap between measles and DPT3 has now narrowed to 4 per cent. This is
a msjor achievement, considering that only some 20 per cent of the world’s
children were immunized at the beginning of the decade, before acceleration
efforts began. If we can maintain the current momentum and take full
advantage of the forthcoming World Summit, immunization coverage will reach 80
per cent globally by the end of 1990. Furthermore, about two-thirds of the
world’s countries will reach or exceed the UCI goal ‘ nationwide. The
achievement of UCI at 80 per cent coverage globalIy will prevent more than 3
million infant and child deaths annually, an impressive million more than I
reported last December when releasing the State of the World’s Children Report
for 1990.

. .

Already we have a significant achievement of which we can all be extremely
proud. The success haa been particularly due to two forces: the commitment
of developing countries to reach all ~ their children, and excellent
international collaboration. VirtualFevery country has shown ingenuity and
commitment in their immunization efforts - and support from regional and
country offices of WHO has often been of importance. Especially large-scale
providers of financial assistance in this historic effort have ‘been Canada,
Italy, Norway, Sweden, the U.K., the U.S.A., and Rotary International, the
latter alone providing some‘US$240 million.
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The challenge immediately beyond the December 1990 target will be to
sustain the levels attained, to achieve UCI in every.country and to advance on
further goals in immunization such as eradication of polio by the year 2000.

World Summit for Children

Msdsme Chairman, progress to date toward the World
including the supportive measures taken by this Board

[

Summit for Children -
at its special session

in December - is another msjor sign that children’s issues are being taken far
❑ore seriously in msny countries. What better symbol could manifest the fact
that awareness of children’s issues is rising higher on the world’s political
agenda than the convening of the first North-South-East-West Summit in
history, to deal with an agenda devoted solely to children!

The Board discussion on the Summit agenda, scheduled for Friday, will be
opened with a report by the co-chair of the Planning Committee, Ambassador
Yves Fortier. This will be one of the major items for’review by this Board.
Your connnents wil1 have an important influence for the substance of the
Declaration and accompanying plan of action by the Summit. .% you my
remember, the Bxecutive Board in its resolution laat December anticipated a

*.
special session later in the year to comment on Summit preparations. A Board
document ia available on this topic, entitled “Progress Report on Preparations
for the World Summit for Children” (E/ICEF/1990/12).

The Planning Committee now numbers 27 members, accommodating interested
governments, as this Executive Board encouraged. It has met twice, in January
and in March, and is scheduled to meet again in June to take into account the
comments and contributions of this Executive Board and of the work of the
Planning Committee’s two Working ,Groups- on the Declaration and on the Format
of the meeting. Prime Ministers Brian Mulroney of Canada and Benazir Bhutto
of Pakistan have been chosen co-chairs for the Summit.

The Executive Board will need to discuss the budgetary proposals for both
the Summit and for the accompanying social mobilization activities for which
ceilings have been set of US$l.5 million and US$2 million respectively and foY
which more than US$l million has been pledged to date.

Goals and strategies for children in the 1990s - doing the do-able

Msdame Chairmsn, we now have the capacity to save and improve the lives of
vast numbers of the world’s children at extremely low cost, both financially
and politically. This is one of the changes to which the international
connnunity,and people throughout the world, are still adjusting. This new
capacity has given rise to the dresm by UNICEF and its many allies to

●
establish priorities nn what is do-able for children, to” plan with each
country for their achievement of their goals, and to use UNICEF experience and
resources in each country to help implement the plans. The goals listed in
the paper before ‘ynu, “Development Goals and Strategies for Children in the
1990s” (E/ICEF/1990/L.5) - a summary of which is attached to the distribution
version of this statement - are the culmination of an extraordinarily
extensive consultative process.
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Nany of the goals, as you know, originated at the Bellagio III meeting in
Talloires, where sponsoring delegations were led by the executive heads of the
WHO, the World Bank, UNICEF and the Rockefeller Foundation.

)
More than a dozen

health ministers and secretaries participated, including those from China,
India, Indonesia, Mexico and Nigeria. The Executive Boards of UNICEF and WHO
have since reviewed and endorsed the goals. They hav,eundergone extenaive
critical review since in a wide variety of regional meetings, and have been
refined after scrutiny in such fora as Bellagio IV, the World Conference on
Education for All, and Cocoyoc II. Madame Chairman, Board Members will note
that the refinements to the goals which have been made since the goals and
strategies paper was completed are explained in the paper “Revised Goals for
Children and Development in the 1990s” (E/ICEF/1990/CRP.2). In the U years
of UNICEF’s history, no policy paper has been presented which rests on so much
careful review and participation at country, regional and global levels. We
are pleased therefore to present these, not just as “UNICEF’s goals”, but as
goals refletting the judgement and aspirations of the leading experts,
policy-makers and agencies in the field. These goals are also serving aa. the
focus for closer and more effective collaboration with other sister agencies
and organizations within the U.N. system - a process which has advanced
considerably over the last year and to which UNICEF itself has contributed
through our field level action and our chairmanship of a number of ACC

● .

‘sub-committees.

I.tis important to emphasize that the activities outlined in the UNICEF
strategies paper for children in the’1990s can also be expected .tobenefit the
,environment. On World Environment Day, 5 June, I will launch with UNEP a
special joint report on “Children and the Environment”, in Mexico City. As
stated in the strategies paper, (paragraph 71):

‘lAhuman environment characterized by high rates of morbidity,
mortality, fertility, illiteracy and ignorance is not conducive to
sustainable development. The CSD goals proposed for the 1990s seek
to improve this environment by combating disease and malnutrition and
promoting education. This contributes to lower birth rates and death
rates, improved social services, better use of natural resources and,
ultimately, to the breaking down of the vicious cycle o’fpoverty and -
environmental degradation.”

It is noteworthy that our confidence ,that these goals can be achieved is
built upon the msjor advances made through child survival and development
activities, and particularly universal child immunization. Having learned
what wnrks in relatively straightforward goals, we are ready to apply the
lessons to the more complex goals identified for the 1990s.

We do not expect that every country will or can pursue every goal at
once. But our medium term plan explaina that we do anticipate that in every

●
country UNICEF’s
toward achieving
education (with

progrsmmes of support will, with governments, be directed
some appropriate set of goals in the main secto~s of health,
an emphasis on gender equity), water and sanitation and

nutrition.
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Each of the goals must of course be
country situation, and the decision of
ultimately be made at country level.

adapted to the specifics of each
which goals to emphasize must
We anticipate a comprehendive

consultative process similar to that which has contributed to the global (

goals. There must also be regional emphasis, as set out in the regional
sections of the medium term plan. Africa has ‘been the region of fastest
growing UNICEF expenditure in the 1980s - and because of its special needs,
will remain the region of highest.UNICEF priority in the 1990s, measured by

per capita support, and as confirmed by previous meetings of this.Board. But
in total, Asia is still UNICEF’s largest area of progran!meexpenditure. Latin
America and the Middle East also have their particular needs, and UNICEF’s
special initiatives such as the Special Adjustment Facility for Latin America
and the Caribbean (SAFLAC) and the Under-five ‘Mortality Fund are seen as
well-adapted to respond to the various needs.

Taken together, this set of individually do-able goals represents the most
ambitious endeavour for children.ever undertaken. I personally doubt that
they would be achievable as a group without the tremendous infusion of
commitment and support that could be generated by the World Summit for
Children.

Fundinq of UNICE~’s programmed

Madame Chairperson, Board Members will note that the medium term plan
takes the conservative approach of projecting”3 per cent real growth while
setting a fund-raising strategy of 6 per cent. As stated in the document
(E/ICEF/1990/3 paragraph 155):

!, ...It is estimated that an annual real growth of 3 per cent (7
per cent in nominal terms with an estimated L per cent inflation) is
a minimum requirement for UNICEF to make an effective contribution to
the implementation.of the operational strategy for children for the
1990s, UNICEF could make an even more effective contribution,
however, with annual real growth of up to 6 per cent. ~his could be
managed within the existing structure, with some adjustments of “
progrannneplanning levels and staff. UNICEF fund–raising efforta,
therefore, will seek to achieve real growth of 6 per cent a year.
Nevertheless, budget and programme expenditure in the medium-term
plan are based on the more conservative 3 per cent annual real
growth. Increased funding will be sought particularly for education
and, as indicated in the financial plan, nutrition and water and
sanitation will also require increased resources. Funding for health
progrannneswill retain its present priority.”

It is also noteworthy that, as stated in paragraph 154:

● “...UNICEF income has increased from US$253 million in ~979 to
US$660 million in 1989. While ODA globally in the 1980s was stagnant
in real terms, UNICEF income stayed ahead of inflation and actually
increased some 3 per cent a year (approximately 10 per cent a year in
nominal terms).”
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External Relations

UNICEF’s External Relations has retained the attention of the Executive
Board through recent years, and we are indebted to the Board for having
triggered an evaluation of our effectiveness in this important area of work.
While confinning that, on the whole, ONICEF’s activities in this field have
been quite effective – as the report states: “perhaps more so than for any
other U.N. agency” (E/ICEF/1990/L.& Annex II paragraph 1), the evaluation has
- very importantly - allowed us to focus on a number of areas for potential
improvement. We have taken this evaluation very seriously. Our
recommendation in the Board document “UNICEF External Relations Policies and
Functions” (E/ICEF/1989/L.4) build directly on this report, and we have become
convinced that this will enable us to operate the organization’s external
relations functions aa one harmonious whole. We look toward using the
instruments of advocacy, information and fundraising to more effectively
support UNICEF’s programmed, and we believe the evaluation has made a major
contribution toward these ends. Similarly, we look to it for guidance in our
work to improve and refine co-operation with our indispensable partnera, the
National Committees. A full day of Programme Committee discussions, Monday,
next week, will be dedicated to the subject of F,xtemal Relations, and I look
forward to a thougbtful and productive debate.● .—

Board Members will note that, in addition to tbe External Relations paper,
in both the Strategies paper (E/ECEF/1990/L.5- paragraphs 124-133) and in the
medium term plan (E/ICEF/1990/3 - paragraphs 139-160), issues of external
relations. especially social mobilization, information and advocacy, have been
referred to in their relevant progranme and country contexts.

Children in exceptional circumstances

Madame Chairperson, four situations exist today in which
particular need, and we need to search for an effective
contribution and bring them more to the center of concern. ,

1)

2)

3)

children are in
way to make a

..

[n South Africa, the pernicious evils of apartheid is agonizingly
revealed by a child death rate 10 times higher for blacks than for
whites, and the.evolving situation creates the opportunity for some

non-racial NGOS to operate independently of the government, giving
hope of reaching those in need while adhering to General Assembly
policy.

In virtually every civil conflict in the 1980s, many children died
for every soldier who was killed. This haa certainly been true,.for
example, whether we look in the Sudan, Lebanon, Angola or Mozambique.

In Eastern Europe, new policies of restructuring and openess are
creating some problems, especially for the most vulnerable, during
transition, and are revealing some long-standing problems for
children which could potentially be solved through the benefit of
recent experiences elsewhere.
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4) With respect to children affected by AIDS, conditions sre rapidly
worsening in many countries in the numbers and situations of orphans
and street children. Ten of the most affected African countries,
with a population of 137 million and nearly 7 million births
annually, may lose 2.5 million children by 2000, reaching .5 million
annually by 2000, with the additional loss of .5 million mothers
annually by 2000. This would leave 3 to 6 million AIDS orphans by
that year. In some cities, one-third of pregrrant women are
registering IiIV-pOsitive.

Madame Chairman, I would like to comment briefly on UNICEF’s possible role
in each of these situations and for which Board guidance is desired. These
will be up for action in the PrograrmneCommittee. A conference room paper is
available on children in Eastern Europe (E/ICEF/1990/CRP.4), Board documents
have been prepared on “UNICEF Support for Children and Women in South Africa”

(E/ICEFl1990/L.42) and on the impact of AIDS on women and children
(E/ICEF/1990/p/L.34), and the issue of children in especially difficult
circumstances is addressed in the medium term plan. Informal sessions are
scheduled on children in South Africa, for tomorrow, 17 April; children in
industrialized countries, Wednesday, 18 April; children with AIDS, Monday, the
23rd; and on children in armed conflict, for Wednesday the’25th.

Children in South Africa

Regarding children in South Africa, the paper before this Board
articulates means to reach children in need while respecting General Assembly
policies, and I draw the attention of Board members particularly to paragraph
12, which notes that, “In 1989, it was decided that the evolving situation in
South Africa presented some NGOS with the opportunity to respond to the needs
of children in South Africa ... It was also decided that some of those NGOS
could benefit from exposure to the UNICEF approach to tbe planning,
preparation, implementation and evaluation of programmed for child survival,
protection and development”. Assistance of up to US$l million a year is
proposed. t ..

Children in war

Regarding children in war, UNICEF‘S policy from its inception has
recognized that the organization should seek to reach children everywhere,
even in the midst of war. This explains the worldwide acceptance that
VNICEF’S working relations with local authorities do not constitute any form
of legitimization or recognition of that local authority.

During the 1980s,UNICEF has, for the first time, sought to find ways to

●
insulate or buffer children from the consequences of the actual conflict.
Thus the emergence of the concept of the Days of Tranquility, pioneered in El
Salvador in 1985 and continued even through this year under the new
government. April 1st was observed as a day of tranquility for immunization.
The concept has been copied - again just this past week in Lebanon, where
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three days of tranquility allowed for the immunization of children. That
concept was adopted in 1989 in the Sudan, with corridors of tranquility to
enable the shipment of 120,000 tons of supplies into conflict areas, and the
consequent avoidance of a repetition of the tragedy of 1988 in which 250,000
civilians died - the majority of them children - as a result of the conflict..

The challenge in 1990 is how to maintain this principle in the Sudan,
where civil war continues, and how to extend it to other countries in.the Hom
of Africa, where millions of children are at great risk because of civil
conflict.

Children in Eastern Europe

Regarding Eastern Europe,’the issue has been raised, and we are all aware
of it. It will be addressed fully in the Progrannne,,Committee, Of course, but
I would like to say at this point:

1) Looking at UWICEF’s mandate of global concern for children, there is
a strong feeling that we cannot fail to respond to formal requests.
Indeed, UWICEF’s very origins began with the needs of children in

●
Europe, “Chinaand Japan as a consequence of World War II.

2) Our response must in no “way be at the expense of our priority
cooperation with developing countries, nor should it involve even th’e
impression that we are turning’away or diminishing our commitment to
children in the developing world.

I trust that Board Members will see these two concerns echoed in our
paper, which emphasizes technical assistance and the sharing of experience. I
would myself envisage using less than US$l million a year of UNICEF’s general
resources for such purposes - under a quarter of 1 per cent.

Children affected by AIDS
,

Regarding children affected by AIDS, UNICEF’s involvement in the AIDS
orphans and street children issues is increasing as conditions worsen. The
paper before this Board “proposes expenditures of approximately US$2 million
annuslly through 1992, half from general resources and half from supplementary
funding. These funds would clearly serve as seed money into country
progrsmmes, as distinct from expenditures in either Eastern Europe or South
Africa, where UWICEF does not have country programmed.

Positive apects of changing times

9 Madsme Chairman, as you have so eloquently described, we are ‘living in an
historic era of great change. The five great dreams for moving children more
to the center of concern that have been coming into reality during the past
year with the encouragement and support of this BoaYd are among the brightest
and most positive aspects of such change. The Board called, in 1983, for the
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CSDR, and in 1985 for the particular emphasis on UCI. Resolutions were passed
three times, as I mentioned earlier, in support of the Convention. Just one
year ago this Board called for a World Conference on Education for All. The
1989 Board also c>lled for development goals and strategies for children for
the 1990s. At the Iaat regular session, a msjority of Board members spoke in
favor of a World Summit for ChiIdren, and in special session in December, this
Board welcomed the initiative of the six governments which called for the
Summit.

We are at a point now at which all of these dreams and initiatives are
becoming mutually reinforcing - they are accelerating each other. Thus,
progress on CSDR and especially UCI brought msny new participants into
involvemeritin child-related issues, and those participants becsme predisposed
to take. seriously. the Convention on the Rights of the Child. And while
success in CSD and UCI gave us confidence that the seemingly overwhelming task
of bringing the Convention into force could actually be accomplished, new
attention to children’s rights stirred by activities in support of the
Convention in turn raised people’s awareness that providing health services
for children was not just a nice thing to do: it is the obligation of adult
society.

● “ Eac”hof these issues was accelerated by the ❑omentum of the other. A new
status for iaatiesrelated to children and”an increasing awareness of how very
much is possible on behalf of children for so little a cost, both of which
grew out of these two efforts, contributed greatly to progress.toward the
World Summit. The Summit in turn is now having an accelerating effect on both
the ratification and implementation of the Convention and on CSDR activities,
especially UCI, as world leaders focus on their countries‘ accomplishments in
these arenas in preparation for their own participation at the historic
gathering. And in fact, as preparations for the Summit and its follow-up
progress, it is becoming clear that it is the boost which the Summit will give
to action on behalf of children which now brings within human reach the goals
and strategies for children in the 1990s (which gained their initial momentum
from the CSDR). The import of this synergistic interaction of efforts is
reflected in the projection that, if the goals are realized, the lives Of 50
million children will be saved during this decade.

Likewise, attention to children’s issues stimulated by support for the
Convention as well as confidence won through progress on UCI contributed
greatly to the tremendous creativity required to convene the World Conference
on Education for All as an Alma Ata for Education on such short notice. It
was also the lessons learned through using UCI as a cutting edge of primary
health care which inspired the commitment to universal primary education for
all by 2000. In this mounting synergistic interaction, progress in education
can be counted on for a profound sustainable contribution to children’s
health, the assurance that their rights are met, and maintaining their

●
rightful place, high on the world’s political agendas.

It is leadership such as that which has encouraged these results that has
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made the UNICEF Board not just another meeting, but a body that reviews
needs and possibilities for children with concern, commitment
professionalism. Now once again, as we turn to a ful1 agenda, we

,, secretariat look to the Board for guidance, for decisions and for support.
welcome the opportunity nf the next two weeks to hear Members review

the
and
the
We
and

decide on the !&IIymatt~rs, the many documents reflecting past work and future
possibilities. We know we can count on the same concern, commitment,
professionalism and support that UNICEF has experienced so Completely in the
past.

●
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. GOALS FOR CHILDREN AND DEVELOPMENT IN THE 1990s

a)
TheUN. Convention on the Rights of the Childembodiesthemast cmnprehmwive Wins of goals for the well-being

f chiidren. Full implementation of the C!awention is the ultimata objectiveofprogrammea forchildren and development.
‘Ihefollowinggoals, derived thmu@ a procsss of extensive international cumultatiom am essential means b achieve that

L Major Goals forChildSurvhraf,Devolofnnarrf

‘1 and Proteotlon

- Be&em 1990andtheyearZ@JO,redctionof infantand
un&~6cbifdmartalityratafnallmunbiasbyone-thirdorti
KOand70perlCOOfivmbirtbnrmpedvW, whi&ew3rinkm.

- Between1993andtheyear2000,reductionofimt.ernalnmr-
talityratebyhalf.

- Between1990andtheyear2000,mbxtionOf==~ -d
ImdemtOmdnutlitionammg *S childrenLyhalf.

- Univeraalacee=tasafeawatarandta ti~_
ofexcletadisposal.

- BytbeyearZJOO,univarsal_titi_bn -dmn
pletkmofprinulryeducntkonbyatler=tfo%ofp--l
agedlildren.

- Redu&imoftheadultklliterscyrata(theaPPmPri*w
gmupt.ate&@minedineachcaunt@toatleasthfdfit9
1990levelWkthempha.liaonfemdaliteracy.

Impmved pmtectbn of ddldrm in eqmcirJly diffii circum-

●-~’

Il. Suppxtlrr@uctoral Goals

1. women’s EedUI and Jfdncation

- Sperial attention b the health and nutrition of the female
child, and pregnant and lactating women.

- bra ty all muples ta information and services tu prevent
p~~es which am too early, tm dmely sprxed. tm late or
tm many.

- km by all pmgmmt women b prenatal care, trained atten-
dant during child bti and referral facilities for high risk
P=iW~es and obstetric emergencies.

- Univerml amesa b pm education with special emphasis

for girls, and accelerated Ikteracy prugrammm for womm.

2. Nnbiiion

- Reductkm in severe an weU an umdemte malnutrition among
under-.5 children by half of 1990 levels.

- Reduction of the rate of low birth weight (2.6 kgorleas)tuleas
thql1~.

- Seductionofiron&Iiciencyaaneniainwomenby0rw4hird0[
1990I&-elm

● - v*detiatbnOfbtie*fidew&*..

- Vktualeliminationofvit.nmnA deficiencyanditsMM
quetues,includingblindness.

- Empowermentofallwonwnb exduoivelybre.ssLfeedtheti
childforfmxtosixnmntbaandtacontinuebreast-feeding
withmmplementay feed well into the .wamd year.

- Gmwtb pmudon and its regular nmnitoti to be “institu-
tiodkdin allmunh+es bytbeendofthe 19S0s.

_. kmminatian of kncmkdge and mpfhntkng rarvirea b in-
cmam food produc&@rI to ensure household food BZ?CUrity.

$. cm Health

.Globaleradbtm“ nOfpO1iOn@itisb ytheyear2CO0. “

. .
Shnm@On of nmnatld tetanm by 1996.

- Reductbn by 95 pemmt kn meaaka deatho and reduction by
90 per cent of mmsles rar=a mmpamd b p-immunisation
hvels by 1996, an a major step to the global eradication of
meadesintkekmgermm

- Maintammreof a high Iwd ofimmunisation mverage (at least
86% of rhibbm under one year of @ aiwimt ~ph~~.
- ~ MI=kS, Pbtiti% tlltibis and
.stmmst t.etanua for women of child bearing age.

-Reduction by SOpercent intbed=t.ba duetodimrhoeain
cbildrenunder the age of five yearw and ‘i%percent reduction
in tba dklThOea incidence rate.

- Reduction by om-third in the ** due to acute rmpiratory
infectiom in ddldmn under five years.

4. Water ad Saahtfa

- Universal KSXS8 to cafe &inking water.

- universal-8 b titnry -s of exa’eta disposal.

- Eliminationofguinea-wormdisease(dramnculiasis)bythe
yearalio.

5. Bade Education

- Expansion of early childbwd development activities including

~PP~Pria@low-codfamilyandmnununitybasedinterven.
tlons. t .

- Univrmmdacceastobasiceducation.andacbkvementofPri.
nmy educationbyatleast80percentofprimmy#choolage
cbildrantiuuu*formalnrhmlingornon-formaldurationof
COWA,b k?ti tidd withemphashonmducing,the
CUllWltdM@ti28 betweenboynand girls.

- Reduction of the adult ilhtm=y rata (the appropriate aw
gmuptnb detidime d-q) toatksthalfita
1993 level with emphasis on female literacy.

- fmreaced acquisition byindividunls and families of the knowl-
edge, skills md values required for better living, made .vail-
abletbmu ghalledumtion alcbsmmk ~bJw~-
nMIJ& other forma of modem and @ditiomal mnmmnimticm,
and mcial artion, wkth effectkmma meraumdintermsofbe
havioumlchamF

6. Chudreninmu Cfrenm$tance#

- Pm.vi&impmved protection of children in especially difkdt
cirmmt.antes and tackle the mat cameo leading b sudY situ-
atilnu..
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